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A: The variable ${@} is what the shell passes to the backgrounded job. So the other backgrounded job sees $@ as either only "one" item (a non-empty string) or as many items: [jaypal:~] echo "$@" 1 2 [jaypal:~] echo ${@} 1 2 [jaypal:~] jobs -l [jaypal:~] jobs -r [jaypal:~] jobs -l [jaypal:~] jobs -r [jaypal:~] If you were to use
"${@/// }" the extra slash in the substitution pattern will retain what was in ${@} for the job that is running $() instead of passing the entire set of arguments that was passed to the shell. [jaypal:~] echo "${@/// }" 1 2 [jaypal:~] echo ${@/// } 1 2 [jaypal:~] jobs -l [jaypal:~] jobs -r [jaypal:~] jobs -l [jaypal:~] jobs -r [jaypal:~] If you
are running the $() in the background from within another shell, there's really no great reason to use ${@} and just call them directly. [jaypal:~] # a [jaypal:~] # b [jaypal:~] # b & [jaypal:~] b [jaypal:~] # c [jaypal:~] # a & [jaypal:~] a [jaypal:~] [jaypal:~] # a "$@" [jaypal:~] a 1 2 [jaypal:~] # a "${@}" [jaypal:~] a 1 2 Abrupt
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